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    On behalf of PEAK Parent Center and an impressive lineup of presenters, 
thank you for joining us at this cutting edge conference that will equip you 
with the practical, evidence-based strategies needed to ensure access, equity, 
and opportunity for ALL students, particularly students with disabilities. 

By attending this conference, you are demonstrating your commitment to changing education and reinventing 
schools to be places where ALL students can achieve success, with the ultimate goal of participation by all 
students, regardless of ability, to lead rich lives of belonging in their communities. 

During your time at the conference, the goal is to not only cultivate hope for education, but to develop the 
skills and expertise to put that hope into action! 

Nametag: Your nametag is your ticket to all conference  
sessions, meals, and for building community! Please wear it  
at all times.

 Arrive to Sessions Early! 
  If there is a session you absolutely don’t want to 

miss, be sure to arrive early and get yourself a  
spot as sessions may, at times, reach capacity.

Conference Materials and Handouts in Electronic  
Password Protected Dropbox
In efforts to be environmentally friendly and to be able to 
add handouts and materials made available during and after 
the conference, any handouts and conference materials that 
were approved to share with participants electronically will 
be stored in a password protected Dropbox folder managed 
by PEAK Parent Center. Materials in this online folder will be 
available until August 3, 2019. To access these materials visit 
bit.ly/PEAK2019ConfHandouts and when prompted enter 
the password PEAKInclusion2019 (note the password is case 
sensitive).

Evaluation
We hear you! Please complete the hard copy evaluation  
form included in your conference packet. Your ideas and 
input provide PEAK with important information to use when 
planning future conferences. Please drop your completed 
evaluation off at Registration Headquarters in the baskets 
provided. Thank you!

Silent Auction Fundraiser, Thursday Only
Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level
Come bid on the eclectic assortment of items at PEAK’s 17th 
annual Silent Auction Fundraiser! Featured items include 
jewelry, a gift card bidding tree, artwork, gift baskets,  
San Diego Timeshare, and much more!  Don’t miss out on 
this excellent shopping where 100% of the proceeds will 
help fund future conferences and support the mission of 
PEAK Parent Center! Bidding opens at 10:15 am and closes 
at 5:00 pm so you can bid on bargains throughout the day 
Thursday. And, join us during the networking hour from  
4:00 - 5:00 pm – we’ll have music, and a cash bar!

Exhibit Marketplace, Thursday and Friday
Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level
Visit the exhibit marketplace, open all day Thursday  
AND Friday, and support our sponsors and the awesome 
self-advocate business entrepreneurs. PEAK is proud to 
showcase these innovators who are exemplars of inclusion! 

Participant Prize Drawing
We appreciate YOU – that you chose to attend our  
conference and that you are committed to inclusive education. 
In appreciation, a prize drawing will be held following the 
keynote speech at the close of the conference on Friday. 
Drop your nametag into the baskets provided as you enter 
the final session for your chance to WIN fabulous prizes! You 
MUST be present to win!

Continuing Education Credit
Professional development (recertification) hours are available 
based on the clock hours of content at the conference. These 
may apply toward the professional development requirement 
for educators renewing their licenses. Certificates will be 
available for pick up at the end of the day Friday.

Exploring Denver
The Renaissance Denver Hotel is located near two shopping 
areas. It is about 15 minutes away from Downtown Denver 
by either Light Rail or car. Check with the front desk of the 
hotel for light rail information or driving directions. We hope 
you enjoy the Mile High City!

Here are a few important reminders:

Welcome!

Conference  theme inspired by Keynote Speaker Dan Wilkins!
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Thursday, February 14, 2019
7:30-9:00 am ..................Registration Check-In, Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level
7:30-9:00 am ..................Coffee, Banquet Level
8:45-10:15 am ................ Opening Keynote Session, Colorado Ballrooms C & D  

Conference Welcome and Introductions 
Keynote Presentation: Paula Kluth

10:15-10:45 am ..............Break, Silent Auction, & Exhibit Time
10:15 am-5:00 pm ..........Exhibit Marketplace Open, Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level
10:15 am-5:00 pm ..........Silent Auction Bidding Open, Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level
10:45 am-12:15 pm ........ Morning Breakouts: Choose from Sessions #1-5 

Sessions Run Simultaneously
12:15-12:45 pm  .............Lunch, Colorado Ballrooms C & D
12:45-1:45 pm ................ Keynote Session, Colorado Ballrooms C & D 

Keynote Presentation: Jonathan Mooney
1:45-2:15 pm .................. Break, Silent Auction, & Exhibit Time 

(Sweet Treat Served in Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level)
2:15-3:45 pm .................. Afternoon Breakouts: Choose from Sessions #6-10 

Sessions Run Simultaneously
3:45-5:00 pm ..................Silent Auction Final Bidding & Networking 
8-10:30 pm .....................Karaoke Extravaganza, Colorado Ballroom A

Friday, February 15, 2019
8:00 am-5:30 pm ............ Registration Headquarters Open, Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level
7:30 am-8:30 am ............Coffee, Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level
8:00 am-3:30 pm ............Exhibit Marketplace Open, Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level
8:15 am-9:30 am ............ Keynote Session, Colorado Ballrooms C & D 

Keynote Presentation: Rosemarie Allen
9:30-10:00 am ................Break & Exhibit Time
10:00-11:30 am .............. Morning Breakout Sessions: Choose from Breakouts #11-15  

Sessions Run Simultaneously
11:30 am-12:00 pm ........Lunch, Colorado Ballrooms C & D
12:00-1:00 pm  ............... Keynote Session, Colorado Ballrooms C & D 

Keynote Presentation: Dale DiLeo
1:00-1:30 pm  ................. Break & Exhibit Time  

(Sweet Treat Served in Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level)
1:30-3:00 pm .................. Afternoon Breakout Sessions: Choose from Breakouts #16-20 

Sessions Run Simultaneously
3:00-3:15 pm ..................Break & Exhibit Time
3:15-4:30 pm .................. Closing Keynote Session, Colorado Ballrooms C & D 

Keynote Presentation: Dan Wilkins
4:30 pm ..........................Participant Prize Drawing and Close of Conference

Agenda At A Glance

Complimentary 
wireless 
internet is available in 
the lobby, restaurant 
and meeting spaces 
of the hotel.
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Thursday, February 14  •  Keynote Sessions and Breakout Sessions

Breakout 1: Don’t We Already Do Inclusion? Creating 
Schools for All, Presented by Paula Kluth
Room: Colorado Ballroom A
Many schools already “do” inclusion, but when it comes to 
welcoming all learners and making learning as accessible 
as possible, the work is never finished. This presentation 
focuses on strategies that will help educators create schools 
and classrooms that are more welcoming and supportive for 
students with and without disabilities. Paula explores how 
to understand inclusion as a process (vs. as a place), how 
to “teach up,” and how to  radically role share with your 
team members. Session Takeaways: Participants will 1) Learn 
characteristics/behaviors of high-quality inclusive schools, 
2) Identify 5 specific inclusion-related strategies that can be 
implemented immediately, and 3) Be introduced to resources  
that can be accessed to support inclusion-related goals  
(e.g., videos, websites, social media).

Breakout 2: The Path to Successful Inclusion: A  
Collaborative Approach to Support Implementation of  
the IEP, Presented by Kiki McGough
Room: Colorado Ballroom B
The meeting is over, but the work has just begun! This  
session will focus on lessons learned in 40 years of supporting 
students and families. Participants will receive specific  
strategies to work with school teams and families to  
successfully implement the IEP across school, home and 
communities. Interactive activities and identifying next steps 
will support participation and enhance learning. Session 
Takeaways: Participants will 1) Identify how to incorporate 
student strengths and interests in the implementation of  
the IEP, 2) Learn a process to collaboratively plan and  
implement the goals and objectives from the IEP within 
school and home routines through examples and case  
studies, and 3) Be able to use the tools and strategies to  
support their students/children in the IEP implementation.

Breakout 3: Creating An Equitable School Environment,
Presented by Dominique Smith
Room: Telluride
In this session attendees will examine the principles and 
practices required to create a successful, equitable  
school environment. We will explore the importance of  
understanding physical integration, social emotional  
engagement, opportunity to learn and teaching excellence 
to help create engaged and inspired learners. Session 
Takeaways: 1) Learn the value of equitable learning for all 
students, 2) Analyze an equity taxonomy to determine areas 
of strength and opportunities for growth and 3) Create an 
equity vision for your school.

Breakout 4: Improving IEP Teams: Skills for Resolving  
Conflict, Presented by Mary Ann Fleury
Room: Big Thompson
This session invites participants to explore strategies and 
tools to maintain and improve collaborative relationships 
within the IEP process. Participants will identify sources of 
conflict and learn how to address conflict through active 
listening and responding techniques. Mary Ann will also  
discuss IEP facilitation and options for the use of facilitators. 
Each participant will walk away with a tool kit to use to  
support a positive outcome at their next IEP meeting.  
Session Takeaways: Participants will 1) Learn skills for resolving 
conflict within the special education process, 2) Gain tools to 
maintain and improve relationships, and 3) Learn strategies 
for structuring IEP meetings.

(continued next page)

Thursday Morning
7:30-9:00 am ................ Registration Check-In, Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level
7:30-9:00 am ................ Coffee, Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level
8:45-10:15 am ..............  Opening Keynote Session - Conference Welcome and Introductions, Colorado Ballrooms C & D 

 
Keynote Presentation: Universal Design Daily: Supporting All Students in the Diverse  
Classroom, Presented by Paula Kluth 
It’s important to teach in ways that honor learning differences and to structure lessons that are 
engaging, varied, and appropriately challenging. However, in this era focused on universal  
design for all, it is also critical to explore the underlying habits of mind related to “teaching 
them all.” This session is based on a book of the same title and centers on big ideas related  
to teaching and learning. Paula will examine the role of “teaching up” and presuming both  
competence and complexity. 

10:15-10:45 am ............ Break, Silent Auction, & Exhibit Time
10:15 am-5:00 pm ........ Exhibit Marketplace Open, Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level
10:15 am-5:00 pm ........ Silent Auction Bidding Open, Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level
10:45 am-12:15 pm ......  Morning Breakout Sessions: Choose from sessions #1-5, which run simultaneously

Remember to complete your 
evaluation using the hard 
copy in your packet! 
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Breakout 5: Overcoming Physical Disability as an  
Entrepreneur, Presented by Jason Corning
Room: Platte River
In this inspiring session, Jason Corning will share what it is 
like for a deaf-blind person to experience the challenges 
of going to school, getting a job, and of navigating the 
workplace. Jason will share best practices with regard  
to effective inclusion. Session Takeaways: As a result of 
this session, attendees will 1) Gain an understanding of 
the education and career challenges of the deaf-blind,  
2) Learn tips on how to provide appropriate resources, 
services and support, and 3) Expand their knowledge of 
the cultural differences and barriers that are unique from  
being only deaf or blind.

Thursday Morning continued

Thursday Afternoon
12:15-12:45 pm Lunch, Colorado Ballrooms C & D
12:45-1:45 pm Keynote Session, Colorado Ballrooms C & D
 
 
 
 Keynote Presentation: Normal Sucks 
 Presented by Jonathan Mooney
  What is normal? Where does it come from? How has it been used? What can we do to  

resist and replace it and build a world where everyone has a right to be different? This is a 
“must-see” as Jonathan Mooney tackles these questions in this provocative and inspiring 
keynote!

 
1:45-2:15 pm Break, Silent Auction, & Exhibit Time (Sweet Treat Served in Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level)
2:15-3:45  pm  Afternoon Breakout Sessions: Choose from sessions #6-10, which run simultaneously

Breakout 6: Teaching and Learning Outside the Lines, 
Presented by Jonathan Mooney
Room: Colorado Ballroom A
In this presentation, Jonathan explores three ideas that 
changed his life and that all educators can adopt to support 
vulnerable and at risk learners. Discover strategies to support 
teachers in building a positive learning identity when many 
students, like him, believe they are “stupid, crazy, and lazy;” 
learn a strengths-based approach that gives teachers 
concrete ideas on how to scale students’ strengths and  
build contextualized learning pathways; and gain an  
understanding of the power of student-teacher connections 
and relationships as the foundation of transformative learning 
environments. And through all of this, Jonathan celebrates 
educators as change agents and education as a powerful 
tool for personal and social transformation.

Breakout 7: Creating Positive Relationships Through the 
Use of Restorative Practices, Presented by Dominique 
Smith
Room: Colorado Ballroom B
In this session, Dominique will explore the philosophy of 
restorative practices and identify ways to systemically  
implement strategies that allow students and teachers  
to repair harm. The focus is on the school setting, with  

restorative practices being integrated into classroom  
structures. In addition, participants will focus on building 
positive student teacher relationships to help create an  
environment that thrives with restorative practices. Session 
Takeaways: 1) Understand the philosophy of restorative  
practices, 2) Analyze specific strategies, such as affective  
statements, impromptu conversations, and restorative circles 
that can be used to address harm, and 3) Identify pathways 
to creating a school culture that honors positive teacher-
student relationships.

Breakout 8: Essential for Some, Helpful for All:  
Empowering Students in Transition with Universal Design 
for Learning (UDL), Presented by Luiz Perez
Room: Telluride
NOTE: This session is for those working with students in  
transition. We know from experience and science that 
individuals learn in varied ways – ways that are particular to 
them. Universal Design for Learning (UDL) provides educators  
with practical strategies and techniques to ensure that all 
learners can meet high expectations. Following an overview 
of the UDL framework, participants will learn about helpful 
free and low-cost technology tools for providing flexible 

(continued next page)

Please SILENCE the ringer on your 
cell phone out of respect to presenters 
and participants. Your attention to this 
important detail is appreciated! 

Your nametag is your ticket to all 
conference sessions and meals. Please 
wear it at all times.
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Thursday Evening
3:45-5:00 pm ........  Silent Auction Final Bidding & Networking Hour 

Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level
8:00-10:30 pm ......  Karaoke Extravaganza, Colorado Ballroom A 

Karaoke Extravaganza...get ready to party during this  
fun-filled evening of karaoke, an inclusion conference tradition! 
This event is open to everyone so please bring your family 
(kids are welcome too) and friends to enjoy the great selection 
of songs, singing, dancing and cash bar! Be a part of the 
vibrant, inclusive community that is formed each year at the 
conference and get ready to bring down the house!

learning opportunities at school and in the home. Session 
Takeaways: Participants will be able to: 1) Use CAST resources 
to deepen their understanding of UDL principles, guidelines 
and strategies, 2) Provide a definition of accessibility and 
access AEM Center resources to learn at least three new 
strategies for making educational materials accessible to 
all learners, and 3) Use free and low-cost technologies to 
support those in transition by providing flexible options for 
reading and writing.
 
Breakout 9: High-Quality Early Childhood Inclusion: 
What’s Important and What’s New?, Presented by  
Penny Dell
Room: Big Thompson
The first federal law governing children with disabilities was  
passed over 40 years ago yet why are we still experiencing 
challenges with inclusion? High-quality early childhood  
inclusion can set a positive trajectory for children with  
disabilities. This session will examine indicators, the benefits 
of high-quality early childhood inclusion, and the importance 
of collaboration. Online resources that can be used at both 
the state and local levels will also be discussed. Session 
Takeaways: Participants will be able to 1) Identify indicators 
of high-quality inclusion, 2) Describe the benefits of high-
quality inclusion, and 3) Understand  the importance of  
collaboration.

Breakout 10: Preparing Students with Intellectual  
Disabilities for Higher Education in Colorado, Presented 
by Shelby Bates
Room: Platte River
Thanks to the Inclusive Higher Education Act in Colorado, 
individuals with intellectual disabilities (ID) can now attend 
college as fully matriculated students at the University of 
Northern Colorado, the University of Colorado at Colorado 
Springs, and Arapahoe Community College. At this session, 
participants will learn more about the programs and the  
intended outcomes, including how students transition  
toward independent living and gainful employment.  
Attendees will explore skill sets that support students in 
transitioning to college, learn how K-12 schools can support 
students with ID who have the desire to attend college, and 
discuss collaborative methods to ensure college opportunities 
for students with intellectual disabilities are maintained in our 
state. Session Takeaways: Participants will 1) Understand  
college opportunities in Colorado for students with intellectual 
disabilities, 2) Learn two methods they can use to prepare 
students with intellectual disabilities to pursue college 
opportunities, and 3) Be able to identify one system level 
change to employ to develop a mindset in their community 
related to higher education as a possibility for students with 
disabilities.

Thursday Afternoon continued

Be sure to visit the  

PEAK sales table. Get your 

conference theme mug, 

“Within the Heart of  

Community Everybody  
Belongs”
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Friday Morning
8:00 am-5:30 pm ........Registration Headquarters Open, Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level
7:30-8:30 am ..............Coffee, Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level
8:00 am-3:30 pm ........Exhibit Marketplace Open, Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level 
8:15-9:30 am ..............  Keynote Session, Colorado Ballrooms C & D 

 
Keynote Presentation: Early Childhood Suspensions: An Issue of Equity,  
Presented by Rosemarie Allen 
Start your morning with Rosemarie Allen who has served as an educational leader for nearly 
40 years. Her life’s work is centered on ensuring ALL children have access to high quality early 
childhood programs that are developmentally and culturally appropriate. In this engaging  
keynote she discusses the relationship between children’s behavior and the adult’s responses, 
and subsequent suspensions related to undesired behavior. The role of implicit bias on  
behavioral expectations will be highlighted, and strategies will be examined for aligning  
practitioner expectations with those of children and families to ensure equity in disciplinary 
practices.

 
9:30-10:00 am ............Break & Exhibit Time
10:00-11:30 am ..........Morning Breakout Sessions: Choose from #11-15, which run simultaneously

Breakout 11: Challenging Behaviors: Who’s Being  
Challenged, Adults or Children?, Presented by  
Rosemarie Allen
Room: Colorado Ballroom A
When children act out in the classroom, it changes the tone 
of the environment. Most times we blame the child. Imagine 
what would happen if we looked within, at OUR responses  
to the child’s behavior. Participants will engage in promising 
practices that have been shown to reduce personal bias 
and examine stressful situations that are most likely to be 
influenced by implicit bias.  Session Takeaways: Participants 
will 1) Identify their own “Hot Buttons” when working with 
children, 2) Explore culturally responsive strategies, and 3) 
Examine the role of implicit bias in early childhood teaching 
and interacting.

Breakout 12: A Collaborative Approach to Behavior  
Planning for School and Home, Presented by  
Kiki McGough
Room: Colorado Ballroom B
This session will focus on effective and collaborative  
strategies to develop positive behavior support plans that  
incorporate student strengths at school and at home, build  
on and develop strong relationships and identify strategies  
to reduce challenging behavior. Participants will actively  
participate in the process and identify strategies to embed  
in school and home routines for their children. Session  
Takeaways: 1) Create a strength and interest profile used to 
support the development of an individual positive behavior 
support plan, 2) Identify strategies to reduce challenging 
behavior while also supporting positive relationships with 
families, staff and peers, and 3) Identify ways to increase  
collaboration in the behavior planning process with families, 
school staff and specialists.

Breakout 13: Endrew F. v. Douglas County School District 
Re-1: A Case For Full Inclusion, Presented by Jack Robinson
Room: Telluride
In this session, Jack Robinson, the attorney for the parents  
in Endrew F. v. Douglas County School District, will provide 
an overview of this landmark US Supreme Court case  
that established a markedly more demanding standard for  
determining the educational rights of children with  
disabilities. He will analyze the implications for more  
meaningful, inclusive learning experiences and children’s 
rights for a Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE).  
Session Takeaways: Participants will 1) Gain an understanding 
of the legal framework for IDEA’s substantive of a FAPE,  
2) Learn strategies on how to effectively use the Endrew F. 
FAPE standard in the development of IEPs, and 3) Learn  
approaches to use on Monday morning so students with  
disabilities will be meaningfully included in their schools.
 
Breakout 14: The Art of Customized Employment,  
Presented by Dale DiLeo
Room: Big Thompson
The idea of customized employment is to link people to jobs 
that fit their interests, skills and aptitudes. This session will  
look at career planning and job development in this light. 
Participants will explore how to promote social relationships 
to connect people with others in the workplace and in other 
community environments in ways that will make the job  
meaningful to the employee, and the worker valued by the 
employer. Session Takeaways: 1) Importance of employment 
to life quality, 2) Obstacles facing youth with disabilities for  
community jobs, and 3)  Innovative strategies to realize  
employment success. 

(continued next page)

Keynotes and Breakout Sessions  •  Friday, February 15   
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Friday Afternoon
11:30-12:00 pm ..........Lunch, Colorado Ballrooms C & D
12:00-1:00 pm ............  Keynote Session, Colorado Ballrooms C & D 

 
         Keynote Presentation: A Quality Life After School Ends: Adult Living and Career Paths  
for Transition, Presented by Dale DiLeo 
Meaningful and engaging employment and community living – individualized to a person’s 
interests and talents – are keys to the outcome of quality of life. As a veteran consultant in the 
field of supported employment, Dale addresses essential skills for youth making the transition.  
Learn how to counter likely barriers faced in the world of housing and employment by building 
a set of useful skills and experiences including  self-representation, disclosure decisions, self-
determination to develop and sustain quality living and employment after school.

1:00-1:30 pm ..............Break & Exhibit Time (Sweet Treat Served in Pre-Function Area, Banquet Level)
1:30-3:00 pm ..............Afternoon Breakout Sessions: Choose from #16-20, which run simultaneously

Breakout 15: Essential for Some, Helpful for All:  
Empowering School Age Learners with Universal Design 
for Learning (UDL), Presented by Luiz Perez
Room: Platte River
NOTE: This session is for those working with school age 
learners. We know from experience and science that  
individuals learn in varied ways – ways that are particular  
to them. Universal Design for Learning (UDL) provides  
educators with practical strategies and techniques to ensure 
that all learners can meet high expectations. Following an 
overview of the UDL framework, participants will learn about 
helpful free and low-cost technology tools for providing 
flexible learning opportunities at school and in the home. 
Session Takeaways: Participants will be able to 1) Use CAST  

Breakout 16: Self-Directed IEPs: Students Leading the 
Way to Their Future, Presented by Mitchell High School 
Student Panel
Room: Colorado Ballroom A
Over the past few years, students from Mitchell High School 
have been successfully involved in Self-Directed IEPs. As a 
result of these experiences, the students have gone on to 
share them with the “teacher in training” students at the 
University of Colorado at Colorado Springs. The PEAK Parent 
Center Youth team has teamed up with these MHS students 
to bring this presentation to the Conference on Inclusive 
Education. The student panel will share parts of their self- 
directed IEP and how being involved with their education 
has positively affected their lives. Can self-directed IEPs 
impact you or your student’s life for the better? Come be 
inspired! Session Takeaways: Participants will be 1) Inspired 
to attempt student-led IEPs, 2) Informed about the logistical 
requirements, and 3) Provided with a template that can  
assist the process.

Breakout 17: Going Small to Go Big: Strategies for  
Supporting Adulthood, Presented by Joelle Brouner
Room: Colorado Ballroom B
Come learn from somebody who has gone through the  
system. In this interactive session, participants will be  
empowered to counter a culture that widely overlooks 
people with disabilities in imagining adulthood. Based  
on personal experience, participants will learn practical  
strategies to support youth with disabilities to grow into  
their potential, and to maximize their ability to participate  
in all aspects of community life.

Breakout 18: Student Centered Scheduling / Efficient  
Service Delivery, Presented by Toby King and Wendy 
Sawtell
Room: Telluride
In this session participants will explore a strategic way to  
assign students to educators as well as an efficient way 
to deploy special education staff. This is a strength based 
strategy for all levels of the school. Session Takeaways: 
Participants will learn to 1) Thoughtfully consider ways to act 

(continued next page)

resources to deepen their understanding of UDL  
principles, guidelines and strategies, 2) Provide a  
definition of accessibility and access AEM Center  
resources to learn at least three new strategies for  
making educational materials accessible to all learners, 
and 3) Use free and low-cost technologies to support  
students’ learning variability by providing flexible  
options for reading and writing.

Friday Morning continued

Share the love on social media with 
the hashtag #PEAKInclusion2019
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Closing Activities
3:00-3:15 pm ..............Break & Exhibit Time 
3:15-4:30 pm ..............  Closing Keynote Session: Keynote & Participant Prize Drawing, Colorado Ballrooms C & D

 
  Keynote Presentation: Within the Heart of Community Everybody Belongs,  

Presented by Dan Wilkins
  Close the conference with Dan Wilkins, outspoken advocate, storyteller, and visionary for 

people living with disabilities and the culture to which they belong. Dan is the inspiration 
for the theme of the 2019 Conference on Inclusive Education, Within the Heart of  
Community Everybody Belongs.

4:30 pm  ..................... Close of Conference 
 
Participant Prize Drawing
Thank you for attending our 2019 Conference! To show our appreciation, we have a few prizes to give away. Drop 
your nametag into the baskets provided as you enter the closing keynote, and you could win one of the awesome 
prizes being given away. You MUST be present at the drawing in order to win!

differently to get different outcomes, 2) Use most effective 
staff to serve most impacted students, and 3) Learn the 
significance of building in time for planning and training to 
maximize results.

Breakout 19: Assistive Technology Within Inclusive  
Classrooms: Practical Examples and Hands-on  
Demonstrations, Presented by Scott Kupferman
Room: Big Thompson
Come to this interactive, hands-on presentation to see  
practical examples of assistive technology usage within  
inclusive classrooms. Examples will range from low-tech 
“do-it-yourself” options to high-tech software applications for 
students with a broad range of support needs, including 
communication, learning, behavior, and physical access.  
Attendees will experience demonstrations of new and  
innovative assistive technology, including the use of virtual 
reality. Session Takeaways: 1) Understand various types of 
assistive technology, 2) Apply strategies toward the effective 
use of assistive technology within inclusive classrooms, and 
3) Awareness of new and innovative assistive technology.

Breakout 20: Developing Friendships Through Inclusion, 
Presented by Sarah Greichen
Room: Platte River
Jacob – a Colorado youth with an Autism Spectrum Disorder 
–  was left without friends due to his lack of inclusion in school. 
For her Girl Scout Gold Award Project, his twin sister Sarah set  
out to find him a friend. Take a peek inside their journey and  
how it led to the creation of the Colorado-based non-profit,  
Score A Friend, whose mission is to create opportunities  
for inclusion and friendship for people of all abilities. In this 
session, Sarah explore strategies for inclusion and friendship 
for people with and without disabilities in schools and  
communities. Session Takeaways: 1) Practical relationship 
action steps that can be immediately implemented, 2) Learn 
how to implement strategies that create opportunities for 
inclusion and friendship in schools and communities, and  
3) Learn how to inspire and train a new generation of leaders 
to build a more inclusive world.

We hope this conference has empowered you and equipped you with practical strategies 
you can use right away to support access, equity, and opportunity for ALL students!  

Best of luck as you work to create change and support the full inclusion of students with 
disabilities in education and beyond. Stay in touch with PEAK!

Friday Afternoon continued

Save the Date
PEAK’s 2020 Conference on Inclusive Education

February 20-21, 2020 • Denver, Colorado
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LEAD THE WAY TO A BETTER FUTURE

APPLY YOUR BELIEF IN INCLUSION AS  
A MEMBER OF THE COLORADO  

DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES COUNCIL

There are 85,000 Coloradans with intellectual and  
developmental disabilities (I/DD). Our Council envisions  

a world where these Coloradans are integrated and  
empowered to fully participate in all facets of life.  

We lead policy and systems advocacy to create equal 
opportunity. There are positions available to 6 parents of 
living adults or children with I/DD or our team. Join us!

LEARN MORE BY CONTACTING VANESSA 
AT: VANESSA.HERNANDEZ@STATE.CO.US 

BY FEBRUARY 28, 2019
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2018 Exhibitors
Hannah’s Essentials LLC

Robs Be Cool Stone Creations
Ryan’s Happy Art

True Nature Studio
ZLW Books

Exceptional Student Services Unit, 
Colorado Department of Education

PASCO
Nursing and Therapy Service of 

Colorado, Inc
The Shandy Clinic

Colorado Developmental 
Disabilities Council

Conference Planners
Barbara Buswell
Deana Heisler

Conference Team 
Contributors

Kholod Alhefzi
Ali Baird

Bethany Bruder
Sarah Carter

Raquel Castillo
Pam Christy

Danae Davison
Salena DiMatteo

Jackie Gross
Melinda Harmon

Tanner Jones
Ray Martinez

Patricia Maycott
Jamie Moyes
Emily Rome

Beth Schaffner
Daniel Smith

Leann Springer
Shirley Swope
Emily Tamayo
Jacey Tramutt
Ann Wilson

PEAK Parent Center Thanks the Following Individuals and Groups: 

Please excuse any omissions due to printing deadlines.

2019 Co-Sponsors

Platinum Sponsor
Exceptional Student Leadership Unit, 
Colorado Department of Education

Gold+ Sponsor
PASCO

Gold Sponsors
Nursing and Therapy Services of 

Colorado, Inc.
The Shandy Clinic

Colorado Development Disabilities 
Council

Silver+ Sponsors
Colorado Springs Down 
Syndrome Association 

Colorado Services for Children and 
Youth with Combined Vision and  

Hearing Loss Project

Silver Sponsor
Children’s Hospital
MGA Homecare

Bronze Sponsors
JFK Partners

Arc Thrift Stores
Colorado Division of Vocational  

Rehabilitation
Arc of Colorado 

Developmental Pathways
Arc of the Pikes Peak Region

Kristine Thom

Community Partner  
 Sponsors

Handprints Behavior Therapy
Advocacy Denver

Arc of West Central Colorado

PEAK Parent Center  
Board of Directors
David Meeks, President *

Sid Inamdar, Vice President *
Kiki McGough, Secretary 
Norm Thom, Treasurer *

Marie Haffey *
Gerry Olvey

David Ringelman
Diana Jolly *

 
*Indicates parent of a child with a  

disability or self-advocate. 

           this Conference?  
            Support the Heart of  
        PEAK – DONATE! 

PEAK is a nonprofit, and we rely  
on donations from generous donors 

like you to be able to bring this  
conference to you. Please consider 
making a donation by stopping by 

Registration Headquarters to donate 
on-site or going online at  

www.peakparent.org/donate.

Thank you for your support 
of this important conference and of 

PEAK!

Love

                2019 Conference Presenters
Check out the full listing of awesome presenters featured in 2019, 
along with contact information, in the password protected online 
Dropbox folder of conference materials and handouts. Visit 
bit.ly/PEAK2019ConfHandouts and when prompted enter the  
password PEAKInclusion2019 (note the password is case sensitive).

Stay up to date 
Join our mail list at www.peakparent.org 
and connect with PEAK Parent Center on 

Facebook and Twitter!



Realizing
True Potential Together

PASCO services embrace a personalized approach to supporting individuals  
with physical, behavioral, intellectual, or developmental disabilities in the home 
and in the community. 

Educators

PASCO Services

Families

Family Caregiver 
Eligible family members can be paid as 
a PASCO employee to provide care to 
their loved one.

Pediatric Personal Care
Provide your child some dedicated one-
on-one attention and social-bonding 
while you focus on yourself, your home, 
and other members of your family.

Behavioral Therapy (ABA)
In-home and community-based Applied 
Behavior Analysis (ABA) services are 
provided with the goal of bringing about 
meaningful and positive change in behavior 
while reducing negative behaviors that may 
interfere with learning and 
social interaction.

(303) 233-3122 (719) 960-4995


